Abstract. Consider a distributed system of n processors arranged on a ring. All processors are labeled with distinct identity-numbers, but are otherwise identical. In this paper, we make use of combinatorial enumeration methods in permutations and derive the one and the same exact asymptotic value, lJ2nH,,+O(n), of the expected number of messages in both probabilistic and deterministicbidirectional variants of Chang-Roberts distributed election algorithm. This confirms the result of Bodlaender and van Leeuwen (1986) that distributed Ieader finding is indeed strictly more efficient on bidirectional rings of processors than on unidirectional ones.
l. Introduction
We consider the problem of finding a leader on an asynchronous bidirectional ring of processors. Each site (processor) is distinguished by a unique identification number (its "identity"). There is no central controller and every processor only has local information about the network topology, namely it only knows its direct neighbours in the distributed system. The problem is to design a distributed algorithm that elects a unique processor as the leader (e.g. the largest numbered one) using a minimum number of messages. Note that the problem is equivalent (up to O(n) extra messages) to the problem of determining the identity of the largest processor on the ring.
We assume that the processors work fully asynchronously and cannot use clocks or timeouts. Hence, we can assume that the algorithms are message-driven: except for the initialization-phase of an election, any processor can only perform actions upon receipt of a message. We also assume the processors and the communication subsystem to be error-free and that links operate in a FlFO-manner.
Much work has already been done to obtain good upper and lower bounds for different variants of the problem, both in the worst and in the average case. Tight upper and lower bounds for bidirectional variants of Chang-Roberts decentralized extrema-finding algorithm were presented in [3] . These bounds were established for the probabilistic algorithm given in [12] and [18] (Algorithm P) and for a deterministic version of the same algorithm (Algorithm D). Up until now, these bounds were the best approximation of the average number of messages required by Algorithm P and Algorithm D.
In this paper, we derive the exact asymptotic value of the average number of messages required both in Algorithm P and Algorithm D: |J2nH,,+ O(n). This value is obtained by using techniques and results from theory of permutations (inversion tables mainly), average-case analyses involving generating functions (e.g. generating function of Eulerian numbers), and asymptotic techniques (e.g. Stirling formula
and Euler-Maclaurin summation formula).
The result confirms the positive answer (given in [3] ) to the question (first posed by Pachl, Korach and Rotem) of whether distributed leader finding can be solved more efficiently on bidirectional rings than on unidirectional rings.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section Tables 1 and 2 present an overview of the existing known upper bounds for the leader finding problem, in rings where the size n is unknown to all the processors, and (a priori) without sense of direction on the ring, in the bidirectional variant of the problem. (1985) Moran, Shalom and Zaks (1985) Dolev, Klawe and Rodeh (1982) with sense of direction This paper (1988) Algorithm P This paper ( The average lower bound of )nH, on bidirectional rings (with sense of direction, n unknown), derived by Bodlander in [2] , displays the existing gap between the coefficients â and ïJ2 to, the average message complexity of the bidirectional distributed leader finding problem (with or without sense of direction on the ring).
Inversion tables
Let n:(orc2 ...an)e e, be a permutation of size n. Associated with z', define its inuersion The corresponding generating polynomial G,,(x) is derived from the above terms as the product of all the stated monomials, divided by the product of all the positions in an inversion table of size n. Namely, First, set i:1; the message (ot) is sent to the right or to the left with probability j. Thus, the expected number of elements in zr visited by (a,) is i(n" -1) whenever P, sends its message (ar) to the right, and â I+H"J whenever P, sends its message (ot) to the left, since from Lemma 2.6, Hn -I is the average distance to the first left-to-right maximum in zr. Accumulating the sum of these two quantities for all (a,)-messages (l < i < n), which are independent random variables, yields the known upperbound of lnH^+O(n) for the average number of messages required by Algorithm P. Now taking also into account the effect of higher order upper records, the exact average value can be determined. [3] in which Stage I is replaced by a fully deterministic stage. The idea is to let each processor P; send its (*a,)-message in the direction of the smallest neighbour and thus get rid of all the smaller neighbours from the outset (Fig.2) Note that the expected number of falls of zr is then j(n -t). f Proof. Let us first recall the fundamental one to one correspondence (due to J.
Françon and G. Viennot [9, 10] ) between permutations of É, and weighted paths, with n -1 steps, from altitude 0 to altitude 0 with possibility functions: posr(k):
k+l,pose(k):2(k+1)andpos-,(k):k+ 1(recallthattheinitialandfinalelements of a permutation re6n are recognized by notationally placing azero at both ends of n; whereas in a circular configuration of processors, we assume that of course the "first" and "last" elements of n are the same).
(n-2)(3n-s) I2 n! Hence, the expected length of rises and falls of ir is L^: @'(l)/@(t): 2n/(n+r). n Note that the variance is 2n(n + 3) / (n + 1)' -t4/ (n + l)1H,, and the central limit theorem shows that L,,, when normalized, converges to the normal distribution.
Exact asymptotic estimation of the expected number of messages
At the end of Stage 1*, there remain J(n + 1) active processors on average (the peaks of n). The remaining active peak-processors are at least one position apart, and the independence of their choice of direction for sending messages around the ring (left or right) is a priori not guaranteed for all of them. Indeed, for an arbitrary pair i and j, the random variables for the directions of the peaks' messages ((*cr,) and (xa;)) are in general not independenf. However, as proved in the following lemma, these random variables satisfy a condition weaker than independence as they are pairwise independent, in the sense of Feller [5, p. The permutations of 6, are assumed equally likely, and also the order type of the resulting configuration of the peaks of zr is again assumed to be random at the end of Stage 1*.
Let dt dp(l<p<l,n/z)) be the sequence of p random variables denoting the directions towards which the peak-processors' messages (*a,), . . . , (* c.ol are sent (Fig. 3) . P,o sends its (*10)-message clockwise (towards Pt), and so does P,, (towards Pz); whereas Pr,Pu and Pr2 send their respective messages anticlockwise (towards P, , P, and Pr, respectively) around the ring.
This "weak" form of dependence is illustrated in the fact that P6 and P,2 on the one hand, Pt6 and P., on the other hand, are pairwise consecutive peak-processors which send their messages in the same direction around the ring for the first pair, whereas the peak-processors of the second pair send their messages in opposite directions.
In other words, this is an example in which no three consecutiue random variables of the sequence dr,. . . , d, are independent. Hence, the 4s are pairwise independent ((4.5) or (4.6) are verified) without being mutually independent, and the distribution of the messages' directions does not depend on the placement of pairwise peakprocessors, even in the case where the latter are exactly one position apart on the ring (Pro and Pr, or Pu and Prz). Proof. Denote by n* : +(n+ 1) the average number of peak-processors, and bV T" the average distance between two consecutive peak-processors.
We know from Lemma 4.3that the average length of rises and falls of ne6, is L:2n/(n + 1). Now, Ç also represents the average distance between two consecutive peaks and thus, the average distance between two consecutive peak-processors in the ring. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4.5 [15] and the simulation tests results in Table 3 
